We calculate the incoherent resonant and non-resonant scattering production of sterile neutrinos in the early universe. We find ranges of sterile neutrino masses, vacuum mixing angles, and initial lepton numbers which allow these species to constitute viable Hot, Warm, and Cold Dark Matter (HDM, WDM, CDM) candidates which meet observational constraints. The constraints considered here include energy loss in core collapse supernovae, energy density limits at big bang nucleosynthesis, and those stemming from sterile neutrino decay: limits from observed cosmic microwave background anisotropies, diffuse extragalactic background radiation, and 6 Li/D overproduction. Our calculations explicitly include matter effects, both effective mixing angle suppression and enhancement (MSW resonance), as well as quantum damping. We for the first time properly include all finite temperature effects, dilution resulting from the annihilation/disappearance of relativistic degrees of freedom, and the scattering-rate-enhancing effects of particle-antiparticle pairs (muons, tauons, quarks) at high temperature in the early universe.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we calculate the non-equilibrium resonant and non-resonant production of sterile neutrinos in the early universe and present cosmological and astrophysical constraints on this dark matter candidate. Depending on their masses and energy distributions, the sterile neutrinos so produced can be either Cold, Warm, or Hot Dark Matter (CDM, WDM, HDM, respectively) and may help solve some contemporary problems in cosmic structure formation. We can define sterile neutrinos generically as spin-1/2, SU (2)-singlet particles which interact with the standard SU (2)-doublet ("active") neutrinos ν e , ν µ , and ν τ , solely via ordinary mass terms. Singlet neutrinos with masses ∼ 10 12 GeV arise naturally, for example, in "see-saw" models of neutrino mass in grand unified theories (GUTs) [1] . Recent solar, atmospheric, and accelerator neutrino oscillation experiments [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] ), however, imply the existence of four light neutrino species with masses < ∼ 10 eV, only three of which can be active, on account of limits on the invisible decay width of the Z 0 boson [7] . The remaining neutrino must be sterile. The existence of multiple generations of quarks and leptons in the Standard Model (SM), as well as many independently-motivated extensions of the SM, imply there are additional, more massive sterile neutrinos with couplings to active neutrinos currently beyond direct experimental reach. We describe herein the cosmological implications of these heavier sterile neutrinos.
Some early constraints on massive sterile neutrino production in the early universe were derived in Refs. [8, 9] . The first analytical estimates of the relic sterile neutrino abundance from scattering-induced conversion of active neutrinos were made by Dodelson and Widrow [10] . They assumed a negligible primordial lepton number, or asymmetry, so the neutrinos are produced nonresonantly. They found that sterile neutrinos could be a WDM candidate with interesting consequences for galactic and large scale structure. A process that can create sterile neutrino dark matter with a unique energy distribution was proposed by Shi and Fuller [11] . In that work a non-vanishing initial primordial lepton number gives rise to mass-level crossings which enhance sterile neutrino production, yielding dark matter with an energy spectrum which is grossly non-thermal and skewed toward low energies. In particular, the average energy is significantly less than that of an active neutrino, and the neutrinos suppress structure formation on small scales and behave like CDM on large scales (i.e., they behave as WDM or "CoolDM").
At no previous time has there been a greater need for a more comprehensive study of the cosmological and astrophysical consequences of active-sterile neutrino mixing. The continuing influx of data from neutrino experiments and new observations of galaxy cores and clusters demand a more detailed understanding of the physics of sterile neutrino dark matter production and more sophisticated calculations of their relic abundances.
We examine these experimental and observational issues in Secs. II and III, respectively. In Sec. IV we discuss the present limits on primordial lepton asymmetries and possible dynamical origins of these asymmetries. We attempt to unify the perspectives of previous work, so we take the initial lepton asymmetry of the universe to be a free parameter within the rather generous bounds set by experiment. After reviewing the physics of neutrino oscillations and matter-affected neutrino transformation in Sec. V, we compute the consequences of pre-existing lepton asymmetries for sterile neutrino dark matter scenarios in Secs. VI and VII. In Sec. VI, we give the Boltzmann equations governing the non-equilibrium conversion of active neutrinos into sterile neutrinos and solve them in the limit of non-resonant conversion, a limit which obtains when the lepton asymmetry is sufficiently small, of order the baryon asymmetry. In Sec. VII, we consider larger asymmetries and examine in detail the physics of resonant neutrino transformation in the early universe. For the non-resonant and several resonant cases we display contours of constant relic density of sterile neutrinos in the plane of neutrino mixing parameters. These results confirm and extend previous work [10, 11] . For both sets of calculations we also take into account finitetemperature and finite-density effects for all three active neutrino species; the dilution of sterile neutrino densities due to heating of the photons and active neutrinos from the annihilation of particle-antiparticle pairs before, during, and after the quark-hadron (QCD) transition; and we allow for the enhanced active neutrino scattering rates due to the increased number of scatterers in equilibrium at high temperatures. In Sec. VIII we calculate the collisionless damping scales relevant for structure formation, scales which classify the regions of dark matter parameter space as HDM, WDM, or CDM regions. We consider in Sec. IX the limits on sterile neutrino dark matter from the diffuse extragalactic background radiation (DE-BRA), cosmic microwave background (CMB), big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), and 6 Li and D photoproduction. Finally, in Sec. X we examine the implications of activesterile neutrino mixing in core-collapse (Type Ib/c, II) supernovae. Conclusions are given in Sec. XI. Throughout the paper we use natural units withh = c = k B = 1.
II. NEUTRINO ANOMALIES
Recent experiments have provided data indicating evidence for new neutrino physics. The most significant recent evidence is the Super-Kamiokande Collaboration's statistically convincing result [2] , verifying previous measurements [3] , of a suppression of the atmospheric ν µ /ν µ flux. The most persuasive Super-Kamiokande evidence for neutrino oscillations is the measured zenith angle dependence of the ν µ /ν µ flux, an observation fit most simply by maximal ν µ ⇀ ↽ ν τ mixing in vacuum, with vacuum mass-squared difference δm 2 ∼ 3 × 10 −3 eV 2 . On another front, the ground-breaking observations by the Homestake Collaboration found a solar neutrino flux far below that predicted on the basis of sophisticated solar models [4] . The solar neutrino problem has an interesting possible solution through matter-enhanced resonant conversion via the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) mechanism [12] or through vacuum or "quasivacuum" oscillations [13] . Depending on whether the solar solution involves two-, three-, or four-neutrino mixing, the parameter space of neutrino mass-squared difference and vacuum mixing angle are constrained differently [5] .
A third indication for neutrino oscillations comes from the Los Alamos Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND) Collaboration's observations of excess ν e and ν e events in beams of ν µ andν µ , respectively. These have been interpreted as evidence for neutrino oscillations in the ν µ → ν e andν µ →ν e channels [6] . The Karlsruhe Rutherford Medium Energy Neutrino (KAR-MEN) experiment probes the same channels but does not see evidence for neutrino oscillations [14] . A joint analysis of the LSND and KARMEN data has found that there are regions of neutrino mixing parameter space consistent with both experiments' results [15] .
Efforts have been made to embed the above neutrino oscillation solutions within a three-neutrino framework [16, 17, 18, 19] . Leaving aside maximal vacuum mixing of all three neutrino species [16] , these analyses generally require the atmospheric neutrino oscillation length scale to be the one associated with the short-baseline LSND experiment [17, 18] , or the solar and atmospheric solutions must be built on the same mass difference scale [19] .
However, the zenith-angle dependence of the SuperKamiokande measurement requires the atmospheric neutrino oscillation length to be much larger than the corresponding LSND scale [2, 6] . This disfavors the first three-neutrino scheme. Additionally, the three solar neutrino experimental modes presently available suggest an energy dependence in the ν e survival probability which is likely inconsistent with the second threeneutrino scheme. Taking these two length scales, and the results of global flux measurement fits for the solar neutrino oscillation interpretation [5] , the three different oscillation length and energy scales require three disparate mass differences, which cannot be accommodated in a three-neutrino framework. The LEP measurement of the Z 0 width indicates the number of active neutrinos with masses < m Z /2 is 3.00 ± 0.06 [7] , so the results are prima facie evidence for a light sterile neutrino species.
Numerous neutrino mass models can account for the neutrino oscillation data [20, 21] . Under the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) with explicit R-parity violation, a neutralino [22, 23] can provide the required mixing for the atmospheric and solar problems, along with a sterile or "weaker-than-weak" interacting particle that has a small mixing with one or more active flavors that could lead to their production as sterile neutrino dark matter. A low-energy extension of the Standard Model with an SO(3) gauge group acting as a "shadow sector" may result in a neutral heavy lepton [24] . Another scenario with several sterile neutrino dark matter "particles" invokes bulk singlet fermions coupling with active neutrinos on our brane [25] . However, models of bulk neutrinos as sterile neutrino dark matter are rather fine-tuned and must avoid several additional constraints [26] .
A specific model's viability in producing a sterile neutrino dark matter candidate depends on whether the mass and mixing properties of the candidate(s) with the active neutrinos lie within the range that produces an appropriate amount of dark matter, and whether the candidate is stable over the lifetime of the universe, does not engender conflicts with observationally-inferred primordial light element abundances, does not violate CMB bounds, and does not contribute excessively to the diffuse extragalactic background radiation (DEBRA) in photons [27] . Potential constraints on these scenarios also may arise from deleterious effects associated with the neutrino physics of core-collapse (Type Ib/c, II) supernovae (see, e.g., Refs. [28, 29] and Sec. X).
The existence of massive sterile singlet neutrinos that mix with ν e has been probed in precision measurements of the energy spectrum of positrons in the pion decay π + → e + ν e . The best current limits are from Britton et al., [30] , which constrain the mixing matrix element |U ex | 2 < 10 −7 for sterile neutrino masses 50 MeV < m s < 130 MeV. These limits may be significantly improved in future precision experiments [31] . Less stringent constraints from peak and kink searches exist for smaller m s . In addition, searches for decay of massive ν s have yielded constraints for |U µx | 2 , |U τ x | 2 , as well as |U ex | 2 [7] .
III. STRUCTURE FORMATION
Conflicts may have appeared between standard cold dark matter (CDM) theory/simulations and observations of large scale structure. Simulations predict about 500 small halos (i.e., dwarf galaxies) with mass greater than 10 8 M ⊙ around a galaxy like the Milky Way, but only 11 candidates are observed near the Milky Way [32] , and only 30 in the local group out to ∼1.5 Mpc [33] . In other words, simulations of the standard Λ-CDM model may predict more dwarf galaxies than are seen (but see Ref. [34] ). Also, even if the dwarf halos are dark, their overabundance may hinder galactic disk formation [35] .
Another potential problem with CDM simulations is the appearance of singularities or "cusps" of high density in the cores of halos. The observations of the innermost profiles of galaxy clusters are ambiguous [36] , but rotation curves of the central regions of dark matterdominated galaxies consistently imply low inner densities [37] . Recent N -body calculations of the nonlinear clustering of WDM models have found that enhanced collisionless damping can lower halo concentrations, increase core radii, and produce far fewer low mass satellites [38] . Also, the observed phase space density in dwarf spheroidal galaxies may suggest a primordial velocity dispersion like that of WDM [39] .
A promising new constraint on the nature of dark matter may come from study of the Lyα forest in the spectrum of high-redshift quasars [40, 41] . The structure of the Lyα forest at high redshifts has been used to constrain the contribution of HDM, and therefore the mass of the active neutrinos [42] . The constraints presented in Ref. [42] and the Cowsik-McLelland bound [43] only pertain to fully-populated active neutrino seas with a thermal energy spectrum. For example, if an active neutrino has a mass m να ∼ 1 keV (α = µ, τ ), and the reheating temperature of inflation is low (T RH ∼ 1 MeV), then the corresponding active neutrino sea will not be fully populated [44, 45] , and can be WDM [46] . However, observations of the power spectrum of the Lyα forest can not only constrain HDM scenarios, but also may be able to test the viability of WDM scenarios. Since the absolute normalization of the power spectrum is uncertain, the relative presence of power between scales near ∼ 1 Mpc and near ∼ 1 kpc may constrain the WDM scenarios that have a relatively large contrast in power between these scales [47] . In addition, the large number of high-redshift quasars found by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [48] can add considerably to the knowledge of the Lyα power spectrum, particularly at the largest scales. The combination of the galactic power spectrum from SDSS and the Lyα power spectrum will produce even stronger constraints on the behavior of dark matter on small scales.
IV. PRIMORDIAL LEPTON ASYMMETRY
The lepton number or asymmetry of a neutrino flavor α is defined to be
where n να is the proper number density of neutrino species ν α , and n γ = 2ζ(3)T 3 /π 2 ≈ 0.243T 3 is the proper number density of photons at temperature T . The lepton number(s) of the universe is (are) not well constrained by observation. The best limits come from the energy density present during BBN and the epoch of decoupling of the CMB [49, 50, 51, 52] . In fact, the best current bounds on the lepton numbers come from the observational limits on the 4 He abundance, radiation density present at the CMB decoupling, and structure formation considerations [49, 51, 52] :
|L νµ,ντ | ≤ 6.0.
As stated, these limits depend on an assumption of a roughly Fermi-Dirac, low-chemical-potential energy spectrum for each neutrino species. They do not address neutrino mass and do not take account of potential bounds stemming from closure (i.e., age of the universe) considerations. The above limits do not change significantly when recent estimates of observationally-inferred primordial abundances are employed [51] . In any case, it is clear that neutrino number density asymmetries less than about 10 % of the photon number are easily allowed. However, we will see that lepton asymmetries at this level, or even several orders of magnitude smaller, could have a significant and constrainable effect if there are massive sterile neutrinos (see Sec. VII). An issue which arises whenever the lepton number(s) L να differ from the baryon number B (or η = n b /n γ ≈ 2.79 × 10 −8 Ω b h 2 ∼ 10 −10 , where n b is the proper baryon number density and Ω b is the baryon rest mass closure fraction and h is the Hubble parameter in units of 100 km s −1 Mpc −1 ) concerns the process of baryogenesis. For example, electroweak baryogenesis predicts the equality of these numbers B − L = 0. Note that there also exist simple processes that violate B − L and create lepton and/or baryon number either through the Affleck-Dine mechanism [53] or through non-equilibrium decays of a heavy Majorana particle [54] . Furthermore, lepton number could arise spontaneously through matterenhanced active-sterile neutrino transformation at energy scales below that of the baryogenesis epoch [55, 56] . Finally, it should be recognized that through cancellation of lepton numbers we could have B − L = 0 (where L = L νe +L νµ +L ντ ), while still having significant leptondriven weak potentials (see Eq. 14) in the early universe.
V. MATTER-AFFECTED NEUTRINO TRANSFORMATION

A. General Framework
Neutrino mixing phenomena arise from the noncoincidence of energy/propagation eigenstate and the weak (interaction) eigenstate bases. Eigenstates of neutrino interaction (flavor) include the active neutrinos (ν e , ν µ , ν τ ) which are created and destroyed in the Standard Model weak interactions, as well as sterile neutrinos (e.g., ν s , ν ′ s , ν ′′ s , ...) which do not participate in weak interactions. Eigenstates of neutrino propagation are states of definite mass and energy (or momentum) and evolve independently of each other between weak interaction vertices. If the bases spanned by these sets of eigenstates happen to coincide, then active and sterile neutrinos propagate independently between interactions. In general, however, the bases need not coincide, since the symmetries of the Standard Model and its many proposed extensions do not require the unitary transformation between the bases to be the identity transformation.
As a result, neutrinos can oscillate, or transform in flavor, between interactions.
This physics applies for any number of neutrino flavors, including the four (three active plus one sterile) which can accommodate the neutrino experiments. In the environments we consider, active-active mixing is suppressed due to the very similar matter effects for all active species. In general, the 4-neutrino evolution may have multiple active species mixing with the sterile neutrino, or in multiple-sterile scenarios, there may be mixing between the sterile neutrinos. In our analysis here, we consider the simplifying limit of two neutrino (activesterile) mixing to explore the basic physics of sterile neutrino dark matter production.
In the case of two-neutrino mixing, the unitary transformation between the bases can be written as
where |ν α and |ν s are active (α = e, µ, τ ) and sterile neutrino flavor eigenstates, respectively, and |ν 1 and |ν 2 are neutrino mass (energy) eigenstates with mass eigenvalues m 1 and m 2 , respectively. The vacuum mixing angle θ parameterizes the magnitude of the mixing (and, as we shall see, the effective coupling of the sterile neutrino in vacuum). We choose all of the neutrino flavor and mass eigenstates to be eigenstates of momentum with eigenvalue p. Then a mass/energy eigenstate |ν i (i = 1, 2) develops in time and space with the phase
where E i = m 2 i + p 2 is the energy of the eigenstate; p ≡ |p| is the magnitude of the proper momentum of the species. If the neutrino mass eigenstates are relativistic so that E i ≫ m i , we have E i ≈ p + m 2 i /2p and x ≈ t, yielding the last approximation in Eq. (4). (In this last approximation we suppress the part of the evolution operator proportional to the trace, as this simply gives an overall common phase to the states.)
The difference of the squares of the vacuum neutrino mass eigenvalues is, for example,
. We can follow the evolution of a coherently propagating neutrino state |Ψ ν in either the mass/energy or flavor basis. In the flavor basis a Schrodinger-like equation describes how the flavor amplitudes, a α (x) = ν α |Ψ ν (x) with α = e, µ, τ and a s (x) = ν s |Ψ ν (x) , develop with time/space coordinate x:
where the first term is proportional to the identity and ∆(p) ≡ δm 2 /2p. In the context of the early universe it is most convenient to take x = t, the Friedman-LemaitreRobertson-Walker coordinate time (age of the universe), while in supernovae we take x to be position. The weak potential V (x, p) represents the effects of neutrino neutral current and charged current forward scattering on particles in the plasma carrying weak charge. In the early universe we have V (T, p), but in supernovae, V also depends on position x. We suppress the x and T dependence of V in the rest of the paper. For a review of these issues and neutrino astrophysics, see, e.g., Refs. [57, 58, 59, 60] .
Neutrino mixing can be modified by the presence of a finite temperature background and any asymmetry in lepton number. The oscillation length is
The effective matter-mixing angle is
Matter effects have been separated into finite density and finite temperature potentials, V D and V T (p). The finite density potential V D arises from asymmetries in weakly interacting particles (i.e, nonzero lepton numbers), not from non-zero total densities alone. In general, the finite density potential is [60, 61] 
The thermal potential V T arises from second order weak (G 2 F ) neutrino forward scattering on the seas of thermally created particles [60] :
where n α (nᾱ) is the proper number density of leptons (anti-leptons) of flavor α and E α ( Eᾱ ) is the average energy of the lepton (antilepton), and n να (nν α ) and E να ( Eν α ) are the proper number density and average energy of the neutrinos (antineutrinos) of flavor α. The second term in Eq. (9) must be included whenever the lepton of the same flavor as the active neutrino in question is populated.
In this paper, we will assume that the initial neutrino distribution functions are close to Fermi-Dirac black bodies, which for occupation of differential interval dp have the form,
2 dp
where
, and E(p) ≈ p in the relativistic kinematics limit. In this expression η να = µ να /T is the degeneracy parameter (chemical potential divided by temperature) for neutrino species ν α and F 2 (η) ≡ ∞ 0 x 2 dx/(e x−η + 1) is the relativistic Fermi integral of order 2 (F 2 (0) = (3/2)ζ(3)). The distribution function for a thermal fermion species is f (p, t) = 1/(e E(p)/T + 1). The last approximation in Eq. (10) follows if we take the neutrino degeneracy parameter to be zero. This is frequently a good approximation for almost all of the range of lepton numbers which are interesting for our purposes. However, it may not be valid over the broader range of allowed lepton numbers given in Eqs. (2) and (3). For small lepton numbers η να ≈ 1.46L να ; in fact, whenever ν α has relativistic kinematics, we can write
In the early universe, for temperature ranges where the number of degrees of freedom is constant, the timetemperature relation is a simple power-law and the quantity ǫ ≡ p/T is a comoving invariant. The differential number density for small lepton number in this case is then
B. A Quantitative Formulation for the Early Universe
If one makes the assumption that the only net lepton number in the universe is that required for electric charge neutrality (i.e., half of the baryon number when there are equal numbers of protons and neutrons), then the finite density potential usually remains negligible. In some cases where δm 2 < 0, an initially small asymmetry like this can be amplified by matter-enhanced active-sterile conversion [55, 56] .
The finite density potential in the early universe could be dominated by asymmetries in the lepton number, and so is often referred to as the "lepton potential." It takes the form
where we take "+" for α = e and "−" for α = µ, τ . Here we define the net driving lepton number L α in terms of the lepton numbers in each active neutrino species as
with the final sum over the active neutrino flavors other than ν α . Note that in Eq. (13), the baryon-to-photon ratio is η, not to be confused with neutrino degeneracy parameter.
The total weak potential,
As noted above, the thermal potential V T must take into account the presence of populated leptons of the same flavor. For ν e this is required at all temperatures where the neutrinos are coupled; for ν µ , the thermal muon term should be included at temperatures T > ∼ 20 MeV, where the µ is populated; and for ν τ , the thermal term should be included at T > ∼ 180 MeV. Therefore, the coefficient B takes on the values:
for T < ∼ 20 MeV;
for 20 MeV < ∼ T < ∼ 180 MeV;
for T > ∼ 180 MeV. The trend of the weak potential experienced by an active neutrino species ν α is clear. When the quantity L ± η/4 is sufficiently large and positive (negative for ν α ) the potential will rise with increasing temperature, reach a maximum, and then turn over and eventually become negative at a high temperature where thermal terms dominate. The potential as a function of temperature for some representative parameters is shown as the solid line in Fig. 1 . With this behavior it is obvious that neutrino mass level crossings in the temperature regime not dominated by the thermal terms are possible only if the vacuum mass eigenvalues most closely associated with some sterile neutrinos are larger than those most closely associated with ν α .
VI. NON-EQUILIBRIUM PRODUCTION: THE STERILE NEUTRINO BOLTZMANN EQUATION
The Boltzmann equation gives the evolution of the phase-space density distribution function f (p, t) for a particle species. For sterile neutrinos in the early universe, it can be written as [62, 63] 
where the rate of scattering production of ν s corresponding to a particular channel i (see Eq. 26) is Γ i . We make two approximations regarding the scattering kernels Γ i (p ′ , p): (1) they are isotropic; and (2) the are conservative.
The first of these approximations is completely justified given a homogeneous and isotropic universe. The second, that an active neutrino scatters into a sterile state of the same energy, is made purely to ease the computational complexity of following the evolving system of neutrinos. We note, however, that Ref. [64] estimates the effects of relaxing this approximation in the context of a semi-analytic calculation and find that it makes little qualitative or quantitative difference in the results.
In our discussion, we take f i (p, t) to be the momentumand time-dependent distribution function of active (α = e, µ, τ ) and sterile (s) neutrinos. The second left hand side term arises from the redshifting of the distribution. Note, the factor of two in this term, which arises from the use of proper (not comoving) momenta.
However, Eq. (19) is semi-classical in its evolution of the neutrino distributions. To exactly follow the full quantum development, including such quantum effects as damping and off-diagonal contributions to the neutrino Hamiltonian in matter [65] , one must follow the time evolution of the density matrix [66, 67] . One can approximate the effects of quantum damping through a damped conversion rate Γ(ν α → ν s ; p, t). Fermi blocking effects are taken to be negligible, leaving the Boltzmann equation as
The conversion rate to sterile neutrinos is just the product of half of the total interaction rate, Γ α , of the neutrinos with the plasma and the probability that an active neutrino has transformed to a sterile:
This probability P m depends on the amplitude of the matter mixing angle and the quantum damping rate
for neutrinos (antineutrinos) [68, 69, 70, 71] ,
The full Boltzmann equation then is
is the damping factor. There are analogous equations for Eqs. (19)- (21) and Eq. (24) for antineutrinos.
Previous calculations have approached the solution of this equation for the case of negligible lepton number (L ≈ 0) analytically and have been restricted to the short epoch just prior to BBN where the Hubble expansion rate H (evolution of the scale factor) and time-temperature relations are simple power laws and the interaction rate of neutrinos with the plasma is constant [10, 64] . Such approximations allow the reduction of the left-hand side of Eq. (24) to a single term. With the approximations that lepton number L is always negligible, that the thermal term V T is not modified by population of leptons, that the interaction rate is not enhanced due to population of scatterers, quantum damping is never important, and that the reverse rates (ν s → ν α ) are always negligible, then the right hand side can also be considerably simplified, and the solution for the sterile neutrino dark matter abundance is reduced to a simple integral. It is obvious, however, that many if not all of these approximations are eventually invalid over at least some of the parameter range of interest for sterile neutrino dark matter.
For example, in order to probe cases where sterile neutrino dark matter production may lie above the QCD transition (T > ∼ 100 MeV), and in order to improve the accuracy of the predicted dark matter contribution, we must extend our calculation to epochs where the scale factor-temperature and time-temperature relations are not simple power laws. The interactions contributing to Γ α (p) which produce (and remove) sterile neutrinos are
Here, the ν α represent either neutrinos or anti-neutrinos, as appropriate, and q and l are any populated quark and charged lepton flavors. The total interaction rate at temperatures 1 MeV < ∼ T < ∼ 20 MeV due to interactions of the neutrinos among themselves and the e ± pairs is
At higher temperatures, other leptons and quarks are populated and contribute to the neutrino interaction rate. In our calculations, we have included the enhancement of the interaction rate due to the presence of these new particles in the plasma at high temperatures. In particular, a significant increase to the scattering rate results at temperatures above the QCD scale. Interestingly, the results of the production of sterile neutrino dark matter therefore depend on the temperature of the QCD transition, where the quark-antiquark pairs annihilate and are incorporated into color singlets. The high scattering rate characteristic of the environment of the early universe not only serves to populate the sterile neutrino sea, but can also suppress the production of sterile neutrinos when the matter oscillation length is large compared to the mean free path of the neutrinos. When the oscillation length is much larger than the mean free path, the probability that an active neutrino has transformed into a sterile state becomes very small. It can be shown that such scattering can force a quantum system to not evolve from the initial state [68, 72] . Essentially, each scattering event resets the phase of the developing neutrino state |Ψ να . This is the so-called Quantum Zeno Effect.
Consider the right hand side collision term in Eq. (20) . The sterile neutrinos are initially not in thermal equilibrium, and therefore the reverse processes are initially unimportant. They will, however, become more important as the sterile neutrino sea is populated. Because the products of the reactions (26) are sterile, the usual simplifying principle of detailed balance [63, 73] cannot be made. Therefore, to calculate the production of sterile species, we must start with the Boltzmann equation in its "unintegrated" form Eq. (24) .
We have directly solved the Boltzmann equation numerically for the L ≈ 0 case (e.g., L ≈ 10 −10 ), and found the amount of sterile neutrino dark matter produced for a broad range of sterile neutrino mass and mixing angles with each of the three active neutrino flavors. The contribution to the closure fraction of the universe, meeting all constraints (see Secs. IX -X) is shown in Fig. 2 for ν e ⇀ ↽ ν s and Fig. 3 for ν τ ⇀ ↽ ν s . A general fit to our results for nonresonant production is: The maximum rate of sterile neutrino production occurs at temperature [10] T max ≈ 133 MeV m s 1 keV
The closure fraction contribution for ν µ ⇀ ↽ ν s is nearly identical to ν τ ⇀ ↽ ν s . The particular flavor(s) of the active neutrino with which the sterile neutrino mixes does determine to some extent the ultimate closure fraction. However, this flavor dependence is negligible for larger ν s masses since, from Eq. (28), for sterile neutrinos with m s > ∼ 2 keV, T max > ∼ 180 MeV. At these temperatures, e ± , µ ± and even τ ± (due to the high entropy of the universe) are populated significantly, so that the thermal potentials are identical for all flavors. Therefore, the mass fractions produced for all flavors with sterile neutrino masses m s > ∼ 2 keV are very similar.
VII. INITIAL LEPTON NUMBER AND RESONANT PRODUCTION
In this section, we examine the resonant production of sterile neutrino dark matter for a range of initial lepton numbers. We will extend the treatment of this issue given in Shi and Fuller [11] considering the effects of particle annihilation/reheating and enhanced scattering rates on coherent and incoherent evolution through MSW resonances. This allows us to consider resonant ν α ⇀ ↽ ν s conversion at high temperature epochs in the early universe, up to the electroweak transition regime at T ≈ 100 GeV.
Resonance, or mass level crossings as seen in Fig. 1 , are characterized by maximal effective matter mixing angles (θ m ) res = π/4, where the ν α → ν s conversion rate is, consequently, enhanced. The resonance condition is 
Choose one of the horizontal dotted lines laying be-low the peak of the solid line in Fig. 1 . This indicates the "mass track" for a sterile neutrino species. This is, of course, simply the vacuum mass-squared value (m 2 eff ) s = m 2 s , and is flat and independent of temperature. The effective mass-squared track for an active neutrino ν α could be as shown in Fig. 1 . Mass level crossings (resonances) in the ν α ⇀ ↽ ν s system can occur when m 2 s lies below the peak value of (m 2 eff ) να . This peak will occur at temperature
where T 0 is the high temperature at which the effective mass-squared track crosses zero, and where in the last numerical expression we have assumed that T > 180 MeV. Note that the peak value of effective mass-squared, or equivalently, the largest value of δm 2 cos 2θ for which a level crossing can occur is,
For example, we can show that the largest ν s mass which can have a resonance with a ν e is roughly
As the universe expands, an active neutrino species ν α will encounter two resonances with a sterile neutrino species, so long as this sterile species has m 2 s less than the peak value of m 2 eff in Eq. (31) . At some epochs, both resonances may be present in a given active neutrino spectrum since the resonance condition, Eq. (29), has more than one zero. This behavior is shown for a particular case in Fig. 4 .
What is the effect of resonance on sterile neutrino production in the early universe? The answer to this question depends on the rate of incoherent production at the resonance, whether the neutrinos are coherent as they pass through resonance, and, if they are coherent, the degree of adiabaticity characterizing the evolution of the neutrino flavor amplitudes through the resonance. There are two processes by which resonance affects neutrino conversion in the early universe: (1) enhanced incoherent conversion of those neutrinos at the resonance, and (2) coherent MSW transformation of neutrinos passing through the resonance. The rate of incoherent production can be calculated numerically through the semiclassical Boltzmann evolution Eq. (24). The statistical formulation of both coherent and incoherent production can be described by the time evolution of the density matrix for the two neutrino states [65, 66, 67, 68] . We show below that the masses and mixing angles of interest for sterile neutrino dark matter considered here give coherence across the relevant resonance width, but usually imply that the neutrino amplitude evolution through resonance is nonadiabatic. (Adiabatic evolution at lower mixing angle could occur at epochs where the entropy is being transferred from annihilating particles and where, as a consequence, the temperature and density do not change rapidly or are constant with time, e.g., the QCD transition [74] .)
Though the expansion rate of the universe scales as T 2 , the active neutrino scattering rate scales as G 2 F T 5 . For neutrino flavor evolution through resonances, the coherence condition will be met only when the inverse of the scattering rate (the active neutrino mean free path) is much larger than the resonance width, or
sin 2 2θ/10
(Here, m pl ≈ 1.22 × 10 22 MeV is the Planck mass.) Therefore, for the mixing angles relevant here (sin 2 2θ < ∼ 10 −10 ), at temperatures below 140 MeV, the resonance could in principle drive coherent ν α ⇀ ↽ ν s transformation. The efficiency of MSW conversion relies on the adiabaticity of the evolution through the resonance region.
The width of the resonance is the product of the local density scale height of weak charges and tan 2θ. In turn, the biggest share of the density scale height is determined by the expansion rate of the universe, H ≈ (8π 3 /90) 1/2 g 1/2 T 2 /m pl , where the statistical weight in relativistic particles, g, has contributions from both bosons g b and fermions g f ,
In fact, once neutrino flavor transformation begins, the inherent nonlinearity of this process can have a sizeable, even dominant effect on the density scale height. Ignoring this, the resonance width expressed in time is δt ≈ (2/3)t(tan 2θ) = (1/3)H −1 tan 2θ, where t ≈ (1/2)H −1
is the age of the universe at an epoch with temperature T in radiation dominated conditions. (The particle horizon is H −1 , so that, absent large scale neutrino flavor transformation, the resonance width is a constant fraction (1/3) tan 2θ of the horizon scale.)
The effective matter mixing angle for the oscillation channel ν α ⇀ ↽ ν s at an epoch with temperature T is
At resonance, sin 2 2θ m = 1, so that one resonance width off resonance this effective mixing will have fallen to sin 2 2θ m = 1/2. Clearly, the change in effective weak potential over this interval is δV ≈ δm 2 sin 2θ/(2ǫT res ), where T res is the resonance temperature for neutrino spectral parameter ǫ. From this it can be seen that (δV /V ) res = tan 2θ and it follows that the resonance width is
The neutrino oscillation length at resonance is l res m = (4πǫT res )/(δm 2 sin 2θ) = 2π/δV , and the adiabaticity parameter is proportional to the ratio δt/l res m , and is defined as,
When there are many oscillation lengths within the resonance width (i.e., when γ ≫ 1) neutrino flavor evolution will be adiabatic and we can then expect efficient flavor conversion at resonance. (Given the small vacuum mixing angles relevant for this work, and consequent small widths, the Landau-Zener jump probability [75] with the form P LZ ≈ exp (−πγ/2) gives an adequate gauge of the probability of ν α → ν s conversion at resonance, 1 − P LZ .) The physical interpretation of Eq. (37) is straightforward. The adiabaticity parameter is proportional to the energy width of the resonance divided by the "sweep rate," dǫ/dt, of the resonance energy through the neutrino distribution function. The resonance sweep rate is determined mostly by the expansion rate of the universe (an inverse gravitational time scale), but the rate of change of lepton number L as ν α → ν s proceeds can become important, even paramount as lepton number is used up and L → 0.
The resonance energy width scaled by temperature is δǫ ≈ δV dǫ/dV res ≈ ǫ res tan 2θ, where ǫ res is the resonant value of the neutrino spectral parameter at T res . If we confine our discussion to resonances on the low temperature side of T PEAK , where the thermal terms in the potential can be neglected, then
As the universe expands and cools with time, and for a given δm 2 , the resonance will sweep through the ν α energy distribution function from low to high neutrino spectral parameter ǫ. In this same limit of resonance below T PEAK , the sweep rate is,
whereL is the time rate of change of the lepton number resulting from neutrino flavor conversion. Since the expansion rate scales as H ∼ T 2 , the prospects for adiabaticity are better at lower temperatures and later epochs in the early universe, all other parameters being the same.
From Eqs. (37), (38) , and (39), we can estimate that at resonance the degree of adiabaticity is
where in the second line we assume the standard radiation-dominated, constant-g expansion rate, and where in the final line we have employed the approximation δm 2 ≈ m 2 s , valid when m s ≫ m να , and where we have assumed that the vacuum mixing angle is small. Here we see that for the mixing angles allowed by our constraints, sin 2 2θ < 10 −9 (3 × 10 −10 ) for ν µ , ν τ (ν e ) mixing with sterile neutrinos, and masses m s > ∼ 1 keV, the resonance is not adiabatic.
We conclude that the main effect of resonance is enhancement of scattering-induced incoherent conversion of neutrinos with energies in the resonant region. Therefore, the formulation of the semi-classical Boltzmann Eq. (24) is appropriate for calculating the total production of sterile neutrinos in the early universe.
The results of our numerical calculations can be seen in Fig. 2 for ν e ⇀ ↽ ν s and in Fig. 3 for ν τ ⇀ ↽ ν s for the cases where initially L = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1. The calculation includes both nonresonant scattering production and matter-enhanced (resonant) production. Examples of the resulting sterile neutrino energy spectra are shown in Fig. 5 . Resonantly produced sterile neutrinos tend to have energy spectra appreciably populated only at the low ǫ end. This results from the resonant energy starting at the lowest momenta and moving through higher momenta neutrinos [see Eq. (38)] as the universe cools and lepton number is depleted through conversion into a sterile neutrino population. Figure 5 shows the resulting spectrum for four sample cases of sterile neutrino dark matter production: A particularly interesting case is (4), where the resonance passes through the distribution during the QCD transition, where the disappearance of degrees of freedom heats the photon and neutrino plasma, forcing the universe to cool more slowly. For this period, the resonance moves much more slowly through the spectrum and is consequently more efficient in ν α → ν s conversion through that region of the neutrino energy spectra. This produces a "spike" in the sterile neutrino distribution (see Ref. [74] ).
VIII. THE COLLISIONLESS DAMPING SCALE: HOT, WARM OR COLD NEUTRINOS
Given the sterile neutrino energy spectrum and number density, the transfer function for dark matter models (1)- (4), respectively. The inset shows a magnified view of the low momenta range of the distributions.
can be calculated. Here, we instead give a rough guide based on the free streaming length at matter radiation equality, λ F S . Structures smaller than λ F S are damped. This is because at early epochs where sterile or active neutrino species are relativistic, they can freely flow out of the regions of sizes smaller than λ F S (very roughly the horizon size at the epoch where the neutrinos revert to nonrelativistic kinematics). Previous numerical work has shown that the free streaming scale is approximately [63, 76] 
The mass contained within the free streaming length is then
where Ω m is the contribution of all "matter" to closure. These values can give a guide as to the collisionless damping scale of sterile neutrino dark matter. In Fig. 6 , we show contours of M F S for the ν τ ⇀ ↽ ν s sterile neutrino production channel with L = 0.01. In Fig. 6 , we assume that the universe is critically closed (Ω m = 1). Therefore, the contours are consistent with sterile neutrinos being the major constituent of dark matter near the dark gray regions where Ω νs h 2 = 0.1 − 0.5. In Figs. 2 and 3 , we label the parameter regions corresponding to M F S > 10 14 M ⊙ , 10 and M F S < 10 5 M ⊙ as HDM, WDM, and CDM, respectively. These definitions are somewhat arbitrary and here serve only as guides. Note that sterile neutrino mass by itself does not completely determine the free streaming (or collisionless damping) scale, since the inherent ν s energy spectrum at production also helps to determine the ν s kinematics at a given epoch. This latter effect is especially pronounced for nonthermal energy spectra, and is responsible, e.g., for the non-flat collisionless damping mass scale lines in Fig. 6 .
IX. COSMOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS ON STERILE NEUTRINOS A. Diffuse Extragalactic Background Radiation
The decay rate of a massive sterile neutrino with vacuum mixing angle θ into lighter active neutrinos is [77] 
The rate of the corresponding radiative decay branch is smaller by a factor 27α/8π. We have also included in our calculations the contributions to Γ νs from visible and hadronic decays estimated from the partial decay widths of the Z 0 -boson [7] . A significant constraint comes from the current limits on diffuse extra-galactic backround radiation (DEBRA) due to radiative decays of sterile neutrinos occuring between CMB decoupling and today. The background flux −10 ) for the three neutrino flavors mixing with a massive sterile neutrino. Shown are constraints from the energy density present at CMB decoupling, with the dark gray region corresponding to BOOMERanG's present limits. The medium gray region corresponds to MAP's predicted future constraint, and the light gray region is the Planck mission's potential constraint region. The constraints from DEBRA, and BBN are so labelled. The region of potential constraints from supernovae (SN) is also shown. Sterile neutrinos with parameters in the region labelled by "τ < t today " decay without constrainable effects and make no contribution to the present matter density.
of photons must have a total differential energy flux per unit solid angle [27, 63, 78] 
We apply this constraint on the results of our calculation of sterile neutrino production in the early universe. This constraint is labeled as DEBRA on Figs. 7 and 8.
B. Cosmic Microwave Background
Another constraint stems from the increase in energy density in relativistic particles due to massive sterile neutrino decay prior to cosmic microwave background (CMB) decoupling. The BOOMERanG/MAXIMA observations [79] currently limit the effective number of neutrinos (N ν ) at decoupling to N ν (CMB) < 13 at 95% confidence level [52] . Measurements to higher multipole moments by the MAP and Planck probes will be able to further limit the relativistic energy present at decoupling. MAP may constrain N ν (CMB) < 3.9, and the Planck mission could reach a limit N ν (CMB) < 3.05 [80] . The increase in energy density due to sterile neutrino decays was found by calculating the energy produced by decays between active neutrino decoupling (T ∼ 1 MeV) and photon decoupling (T ∼ 0.26 eV). The BOOMERanG/MAXIMA constraint is shown in Figs. 7 and 8 and the potentially stringent future "constraints" by MAP and Planck are also shown.
C. Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
The energy density in the sterile neutrino sea at weak freeze-out just prior to primordial nucleosynthesis (T ≈ 0.7 MeV) must not be too large. The energy density contribution of a sterile neutrino is often described as the fraction of the energy density in a fully populated (thermal) single neutrino/antineutrino species plus the energy density in the active neutrinos, N ν . Depending on one's particular adoption of observationally-inferred primordial abundances, one can arrive at limits between N ν < 3.2 and N ν < 4 [81, 82, 83] . We have calculated the energy density contributed by the sterile neutrino at BBN, and it's limits are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
D.
6 Li and D Photoproduction
Another constraint arises from photoproduction of deuterium (D) and 6 Li stemming from the decay of massive sterile neutrinos after big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) [84] . Energetic cascades dissociate 4 He into excessive amounts of D, which is bounded observationally [85] . Also, energetic 3 H and 3 He produced in the cascades can synthesize 6 Li through 3 H( 3 He) + 4 He → 6 Li + n(p), overproducing 6 Li, which is also bounded observationally [86] .
These constraints lie in regions of parameter space which are almost identical to those bounded by CMB considerations. The 6 Li limit can be seen to extend to the small region just to the left of the CMB constraints in Figs. 7 and 8 (closely hashed area, hashing oriented from the lower right to the upper left). It should be noted that the 6 Li/D photoproduction constraints are from current observation, while the potential constraints from MAP and Planck of the energy density present at CMB decoupling are a future possibility that can corroborate the photoproduction constraints.
X. ACTIVE-STERILE NEUTRINO TRANSFORMATION IN CORE-COLLAPSE SUPERNOVAE
Core-collapse (Type Ib/c, II) supernovae are the death throes of massive stars. A star of mass > ∼ 10M ⊙ dies when its ≈ 1.4M ⊙ iron core undergoes gravitational collapse to a neutron star, an event releasing ≈ 99% of the ≈ 10 53 erg gravitational binding energy of the neutron star in all active species of neutrinos (see Refs. [87] - [88] for an introduction). In the standard picture this event lasts ≈ 10 − 15 s and can be divided roughly into three phases: the infall, shock reheating, and r-process epochs.
During the infall epoch, the iron core collapses on a near gravitational time scale of ∼ 1 s to a dense protoneutron star. As the core density rises, the forward reaction in e − + "p" ⇀ ↽ ν e + "n" (45) neutronizes the core until the neutrino trapping density ρ ∼ 10 11 − 10 12 g cm −3 is reached, a condition which allows the forward and reverse reactions in Eq. (45) to achieve β-equilibrium. This equilibrium is established with relativistically degenerate electrons (µ e ≈ 25 − 220 MeV) and electron neutrinos (µ νe ≈ 10 − 170 MeV).
The quotes in Eq. (45) refer to free and bound baryons. Most of the baryons are bound in large nuclei, since the infall/collapse phase is characterized by temperatures
The infall epoch ends when the core density reaches and exceeds the saturation density of nuclear matter. The inner core bounces, yielding an outward-propagating shock wave at its boundary with the outer core. The shock loses much of its energy dissociating the nuclei in the outer core and mantle of the pre-supernova star and eventually stalls some 500 km from the center of the core, far short of generating a supernova explosion. The postbounce core is a hot, dense proto-neutron star consisting of free baryons, electrons/positrons, and active neutrinoantineutrino pairs (and perhaps also muon-antimuon pairs and strange quark matter), all in thermal and chemical equilibrium at a temperature T ≈ 30 − 70 MeV and entropy-per-baryon s ≈ 10.
During the shock reheating epoch, at times post core bounce t pb ≈ 0.06 − 1 s, neutrinos diffuse out of the core and deposit energy behind the stalled shock, driving the supernova explosion [89] .
In the r-process epoch neutrinos continue to diffuse out of the star at times t pb ≈ 1 − 15 s. The neutrinos drive mass loss from the proto-neutron star, possibly setting the physical conditions for r-process (heavy element) nucleosynthesis [90, 91] .
The star's nuclear composition becomes increasingly neutron-rich as the electron neutrinos depart the star and the reactions in Eq. (45) proceed with continuous, local re-establishment of β-equilibrium. For example, at core bounce (t pb = 0), the electron fraction (net number of electrons per baryon) in the center of the core is Y e ≈ 0.35; a cold neutron star, the endpoint of evolution in this case, has Y e < ∼ 0.01. Since neutrinos dominate the energetics of corecollapse (Type Ib/c and II) supernovae, appreciable active-sterile neutrino transformation can completely alter the standard picture of stellar collapse. Although this picture has been refined by observations of neutrinos from SN1987A [92] , large-scale numerical simulations [93] , and semi-analytical work [89, 94, 95, 96] , it is not clear that this is the only way for supernovae to evolve. Nevertheless, by requiring that not too much energy is "lost" too quickly to singlet neutrinos in the proto-neutron star, and hence avoiding a conflict with standard supernova theory and observations, we can delimit regions in the m s − sin 2 2θ plane which may adversely affect its evolution. In fact, many supernova constraints on new physics rely on limiting the energy loss to exotic particles in a proto-neutron star [97] .
Sterile neutrinos can be produced in supernovae either coherently through mass level-crossings or incoherently via scattering-induced wavefunction collapse. Whether the former or latter process dominates depends on the hierarchy of length scales relevant for neutrino transport and transformation: the local neutrino mean free path λ, local neutrino oscillation length in matter l m , and resonance width δr [the supernova analogue of Eq. (36)]. Neutrino flavor eigenstate evolution is coherent and transformation is uninterrupted through resonance if λ ≫ δr. Neutrino flavor transformation is also adiabatic if δr ≫ l res m , where l res m ≥ l m is the oscillation length at resonance. This is in complete analogy to the evolution through resonances discussed above in Sec. VII for the early universe. If instead neutrino conversion is incoherent and transformation is interrupted often by collisions, then the conversion will be suppressed by quantum damping if l m > λ.
It is easy to show that incoherent conversion dominates sterile neutrino production in supernova cores. In a proto-neutron star of radius R = 10 − 50 km the density varies relatively slowly with distance from the center of the star, so the scale height of the weak potential is H = |d ln V /dr| −1 ≈ 10 − 100 km. Then the resonance width is δr = H tan 2θ ≈ (10 6 −10 7 cm) tan 2θ. The mean free path of a typical neutrino is about λ ≈ 10 cm (actually λ ∼ 10 cm to ∼ 10 m, but this range makes little difference for our conclusions). Therefore, neutrino evolution is coherent if sin 2 2θ < ∼ 10 −12 − 10 −10 , and the maximal resonance width giving coherent evolution is δr max ≈ 10 cm. Now the oscillation length at resonance is l 2 . In these conditions, however, the evolution is not adiabatic, since δr max < ∼ l res m . As a result, mass level-crossings contribute only subdominantly to sterile neutrino production in supernovae. Conversion to sterile neutrinos less massive than 10 keV is even less efficient, and more massive neutrinos will not have resonances.
Incoherent neutrino production is weakly damped at (or away from) a resonance when sin 2 2θ > ∼ 10 −10 (10 keV/m s ) 4 . The local oscillation length in matter away from resonance is typically much smaller than the oscillation length at resonance, so for sterile neutrino masses m s > ∼ 10 eV weak damping generally obtains offresonance even if the condition above is not met. Furthermore, since resonances last only a fraction < ∼ 10 −8 of the neutrino diffusion time scale, as derived below, most neutrino conversion in a core-collapse supernova occurs in the weak damping regime.
The time-rate of energy "loss" E to sterile neutrinos (and sterile antineutrinos) per unit mass in a protoneutron star is proportional to the active neutrino energy, scattering cross-section on weak targets, and the average conversion probability [28, 97] :
where for the sake of simplicity, we have suppressed Pauli-blocking effects. In Eq. (46), the cross-sections for neutrino scattering on nucleons are σ να (E) ≈ σν α (E) ≈ 1.66G
2 F E 2 , and the differential neutrino and antineutrino fluxes are
for relativistic neutrinos, where η να = µ να /T να is the denegeracy parameter of ν α as above. A simple but somewhat crude criterion for avoiding conflict with supernova theory and observations of SN1987A is E < ∼ 10
19 erg s −1 g −1 [97] , a limit on the sterile neutrino emissivity equivalent to a loss of ∼ 10 MeV per nucleon per second.
The weak potentials [cf. Eqs. (9)- (13)] which drive neutrino flavor transformation take a slightly different form in supernovae than in the early universe [60] . For ν e ⇀ ↽ ν s transformation the potential stemming from finite density effects is [from Eq. (8)]
where m N ≈ 931.5 MeV is an atomic mass unit, n i is the number density of species i, and Y i ≡ (n i − nī)/n B is the net fraction of species i per baryon (n B = n n + n p ). In part, the form of Eq. (49) follows from local charge neutrality and the assumption that muons, anti-muons, and strange quark matter are negligibly populated. The finite density potential for ν µ ⇀ ↽ ν s transformation is [from Eq. (8)]
The potential for ν τ ⇀ ↽ ν s transformation follows from Eq. (50) upon switching the labels ν µ and ν τ . The finite temperature potential V T is negligible in supernovae [60] , so the total potentials for neutrino and antineutrino transformation are
respectively. The average oscillation probabilities in Eq. (46) depend on the weak potentials and neutrino mixing parameters, from Eq. (22)- (23):
where ∆(p) = δm 2 /2p ≈ m 2 s /2E ≈ ∆(E) for relativistic neutrinos. As before the quantum damping rate D = Γ να /2 = dΦ να σ να (E) for neutrinos is one-half the neutrino scattering rate; an analogous expression applies for the antineutrino damping rateD.
The conditions for resonance ±V D = ∆(p) cos 2θ ≈ m 2 s cos 2θ/2E, the potentials in Eqs. (49)- (50), and the average oscillation probabilities in Eqs. (51)- (52) imply a negative feedback between active (anti)neutrino transformation and the potentials. If quantum damping effects are comparable for neutrinos and antineutrinos or are relatively unimportant, as argued above for most of the parameter range of interest, neutrino conversion is enhanced relative to antineutrino conversion when V D > 0. The preferential conversion of neutrinos decreases the potential, since the finite density part of the potential depends on the relative excess (or deficit) of particles over antiparticles (the net contribution of particle-antiparticle pairs is zero). As the potential decreases, the neutrino and antineutrino conversion rates approach the common rate they would have at vanishing potential. Since neutrinos and antineutrinos of all flavors are produced in roughly equal numbers and their individual number densities are at least comparable to the electron density, the dynamical feedback mechanism may drive the potential V D locally to zero throughout the proto-neutron star, as long as the time scale for this process is less than the local neutrino diffusion time scale t d ∼ λ(R/λ) 2 /c ∼ 3 s; a similar sequence will ensue if V D < 0. If this happens, the equal neutrino and antineutrino conversion rates ensure that the potential will remain zero, with any local deviation continuously smoothed out, up to the higher order effects of neutrino diffusion.
In this sense zero potential is a fixed point of the dynamics of neutrino transport and conversion in corecollapse supernovae and the time scale for achieving zero potential is a dynamical equilibration time scale. The situation is more complicated if sterile neutrinos mix with multiple active neutrinos or if damping is important. For example, an excess of neutrinos over antineutrinos implies damping is asymmetric, and this can retard equilibration. These issues will be examined in more detail in a separate work [98] . We note in passing that this behavior can also occur when neutrino scattering is rare and mass level-crossings dominate sterile neutrino production [99] ; some of this physics has also been discussed in connection with active-active neutrino transformation in proto-neutron stars [100] .
We can estimate the equilibration time scale τ V for driving a potential V (50) 
, where δn να and δnν α are the numbers of neutrinos and antineutrinos converted per unit volume, respectively. The number densities of (anti)neutrinos converted are proportional to the rates of (anti)neutrino conversion per baryon, the baryon density, and the time over which the conversion takes place. If we assume τ V is small compared to the time scales for the change of the density and temperature in the star (a "static" approximation), we have δn να = −n B τ V dΦ να σ νµ (E) 1 2 P m (ν µ → ν s ; p, t) and similarly for δnν α . Solving for τ V and using n B = ρ/m N gives the time scale for achieving dynamic equilibrium in the ν α ⇀ ↽ ν s ,ν α ⇀ ↽ν s system:
It is instructive to evalute the equilibration time scale τ V for the ν µ ⇀ ↽ ν s ,ν µ ⇀ ↽ν s system in two limits: (i) far away form a resonance, for which |V 
where the factor 1.66 comes from the neutrino scattering cross-section given earlier. We have derived Eq. (54) by assuming a locally constant density and temperature, consistent with our "static" approximation. We have also ignored the build-up of a non-zero muon neutrino chemical potential µ νµ and accompanying Pauli-blocking in neutrino scattering and pair-production as equilibration proceeds, a simplification giving dΦ νµ ≈ dΦν µ . Using the same simplifications, we can find the time scale in the on-resonance case:
≈ 2 × 10 −9 s 50 MeV T s /2E and taking the neutrino energy E to be the average neutrino energy
15T νµ in the proto-neutron star.
The on-and off-resonance equilibration time scales both vary inversely with the ambient density and temperature. Hotter conditions enhance the neutrino conversion rate per scatterer, and denser conditions enhance the number density of scatterers. In either case it takes less time to drive a pre-existing potential to zero. On the other hand, only the off-resonance time scale τ off−res V depends on the vacuum mixing angle; the inverse dependence is natural, since the emissivity in sterile (anti)neutrinos is proportional to sin 2 2θ. The onresonance time scale τ on−res V is independent of sin 2 2θ, because the relevant mixing angle at a resonance is π/4. If V D 0 > 0 neutrino conversion dominates antineutrino conversion at resonance and vice-versa if V D 0 < 0, so this time scale is extremely short compared to the neutrino diffusion time scale or indeed any time scale typically associated with a core-collapse supernova. Individual resonances are fleeting and result in negligible energy loss to sterile neutrinos. As as result, we may safely assume that most neutrino transformation takes place off-resonance, with an equilibration time scale given by Eq. (54) .
We can delimit ranges of the neutrino mixing parameters m s and sin 2 2θ which may adversely affect corecollapse supernovae by evaluating the sterile neutrino emissivity in Eq. (46) in the following manner.
In the case of ν e ⇀ ↽ ν s transformation, the potential V D is initially positive in the post-bounce supernova core. If the neutrino mixing parameters happen to give τ off−res V > t d , core neutronization proceeds roughly on a diffusion time scale, although the conversion of electron neutrinos accelerates the shift of β-equilibrium toward neutron-richness. Neutronization decreases the electron fraction Y e , and neutrino conversion decreases the electron neutrino fraction Y νe . As a consequence, the potential decreases and eventually reaches a value such that τ off−res V < t d . Once this occurs, neutrino conversion quickly resets the potential to zero and maintains this value as neutronization continues. If instead the neutrino mixing parameters happen to give τ off−res V < t d at core bounce, conversion immediately resets and maintains the potential at zero.
In the case of ν µ ⇀ ↽ ν s or ν τ ⇀ ↽ ν s transformation, the potential V D is initially negative in the post-bounce core. Here conversion has no direct effect on the rate of neutronization (notwithstanding feedback on the nuclear equation of state), which increases the magnitude of the potential as the electron fraction falls to a value ∼ 0.01. Unless τ off−res V < t d from the outset, neutronization dictates the evolution of the potential.
The emissivity E depends on the instantaneous value of the potential, so the total energy lost to sterile neutrinos depends on the time-history of the potential, and, in particular, whether neutronization or neutrino conversion dominates its evolution. An accurate estimate of the emissivity, and hence, of the regions in parameter space which may alter the standard picture of stellar collapse, clearly requires a detailed investigation of the dynamics of these systems, as well as a better understanding of the physics of core-collapse.
For the purpose of studying sterile neutrino dark matter, however, we may conservatively (from the viewpoint of the viability of sterile neutrinos as dark matter) estimate the emissivity by assuming the system achieves zero potential relatively quickly, so that E is evaluated with V D = 0. Evaluating Eq. (46) in this limit and imposing the condition E < ∼ 10 19 erg s −1 g −1 gives the disfavored regions sin 2 2θ > ∼ 3 × 10 −10 for ν e ⇀ ↽ ν s transformation and sin 2 2θ > ∼ 10 −9 for ν µ ⇀ ↽ ν s or ν τ ⇀ ↽ ν s transformation for sterile neutrino masses m s > ∼ 10 eV. These limits are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 . The emissivity falls with increasing potential away from a resonance, so more detailed future work on this complex problem may find actual constraints which are weaker than the very conservative limits given here.
Sterile neutrino dark matter parameters which lie near the edges of the disfavored regions in Figs. 7 and 8 could give interesting signals in current and future supernova neutrino detectors [101] . These detectors possibly could discern unique signatures for sterile neutrinos. Such signatures would bolster the case for sterile neutrino dark matter.
XI. CONCLUSIONS
We have estimated the resonant and non-resonant scattering prodution of sterile neutrinos in the early universe. The basis for the production of these sterile species is a presumed mixing with active neutrinos in vacuum. Of course, such mixing renders these species not truly "sterile." As a result, the "sterile" neutrinos can decay and this, together with their overall contribution to energy density, constitutes the basis for several stringent cosmological/astrophysical constraints which we have discussed in detail.
Additionally, these sterile species may produce significant effects in core-collapse supernovae. Some of these effects, such as massive core energy loss, could be the basis for true constraints. However, it must be kept in mind that 1) the supernova explosion energy is only some ∼ 1 % of the total energy resident in the active neutrino seas; and that 2) we do not yet understand in detail how supernovae explode (nor do we have a sufficiently detailed observed core-collapse neutrino signal to place stringent constraints). Better theoretical understanding of supernova physics, perhaps coupled with the neutrino signature of a Galactic core-collapse event, may allow the indicated regions on Figs. 7 and 8 to become true hard and fast constraints instead of simply "disfavored" parameter regions. In fact, deeper insight into the time-evolution of the potentials governing sterile neutrino production in the core may allow extension of the constrained parameter region to even smaller values of vacuum mixing angle.
Nevertheless, it is clear from our work that sterile "neutrino" species with ranges of masses and vacuum couplings could be produced in quantities sufficient to explain all of the non-baryonic dark matter, while evading all present day laboratory and astrophysical constraints. Within the allowed ranges in mass and mixing parameters which give these dark matter solutions are regions where the sterile neutrino masses and/or energy spectra combine to produce collisionless damping scales corresponding to Warm or even Cold Dark Matter, subsuming the interesting behavior range for Large Scale Structure.
It is then a disturbing possibility that the dark matter might not be "Weakly Interacting Massive Particles" (WIMPS), but rather "Nearly Non-Interacting Massive Particles" (NNIMPS) which are likely not detectable in ordinary dark matter detection experiments. This possibility begs two questions: 1) how could we hope to constrain or definitively detect this dark matter candidate; and 2) what are sterile neutrinos?
The answer to the first question is more straightforward than the resolution of the second. As outlined above, better understanding of the neutrino and equation of state physics of core-collapse supernovae could help us extend constraints. As discussed above, future observations bearing on the clustering of dwarf galaxy or Lyman-α cloud halos at high redshift may provide evidence for or against WDM as opposed to CDM. Direct evidence for WDM would constitute a point in favor of sterile neutrinos, though not a definitive one by any means. Likewise, and insidiously, our allowed parameter space for dark matter accommodates standard CDM behavior, even for lepton numbers equal to the baryon number.
Direct detection of WIMPs in the laboratory or detection of gamma-rays associated with WIMP annihilation in galactic centers [102] obviously rule out sterile neutrino dark matter, given the small vacuum mixing angles suggested by our work. It is worth considering whether β-decay electron energy spectrum or pion decay experiments could be pushed in sensitivity to the point where massive sterile neutrinos in some of the allowed regions of Figs. 7 and 8 could be constrained. This would require an increase in sensitivity to m s sin 2 2θ of at least some six orders of magnitude and this is clearly untenable with current technology [31] . Finally, although a number of extensions of the Standard Model motivate the existence of multiple sterile neutrinos, it must be pointed out there is no independent physics suggestion for the sterile neutrino mass (∼ 1 keV to ∼ 10 MeV) and mixing (10 −17 ≤ sin 2 2θ ≤ 3 × 10 −10 ) parameters which give viable dark matter candidates in our calculations.
As discussed above, sterile neutrino degrees of freedom with ultra-large masses (e.g., of order the Standard Model unification scale, or even the top quark mass) are in some sense "natural," at least in the context of a seesaw explanation for the low masses of active neutrinos.
There is now a reasonable chance that new neutrino experiments scheduled to come to fruition in the next few years (e.g., the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory [103] , KamLAND [104] , ORLaND [105] , K2K [106] , MINOS [107] , ICARUS [108] , and Mini-BooNE [109] ) will allow us to deconvolve the neutrino mass and mixing spectrum. This would be an achievement heavy with implications for many aspects of physics and astrophysics. Will the requirement for sterile neutrinos remain?
It is now true that the interpretation of the current solar, atmospheric, and accelerator (LSND) data in terms of neutrino flavor mixing physics demands the introduction of a sterile neutrino with a rest mass comparable to that of some of the active neutrinos, i.e., light. Necessarily then, this sterile neutrino is not the dark matter candidate we speculate on in this work. However, the unambiguous establishment of the existence of a light sterile neutrino would expose our ignorance of physics in the neutrino sector in a stark and dramatic way. On this score, the Mini-BooNE experiment [109] is the most crucial one for sterile neutrino dark matter. A confirmation of the LSND result invites speculation on the existence of more massive sterile neutrino states.
where ρ tot = (π 2 /30)gT 4 is the total energy density, and T is in MeV in the last approximation of Eq. (57) . Therefore, the first half of the time-temperature relation, Eq. (56), is straightforward: dr/dt = 3H. One can get the second half through the conservation of comoving energy,
This can be rewritten into the desired form
With Eqs. (57) and (58) one has the general temperature evolution.
In our case the sterile neutrinos can contribute significantly to the energy density and pressure. Approximating all species other than the sterile neutrino to be relativistic, we have p * ≈ 1/3ρ * , where ρ * and p * are the energy and pressure in all particles other that the sterile neutrinos/antineutrinos. Therefore,
The time rate of change of the standard energy density is straightforward:
The time derivative of the sterile neutrino energy density is This, together with the energy density and pressure in the sterile neutrinos and antineutrinos calculated from their time-dependent distribution functions, allows one to readily arrive at a consistent time-temperature evolution.
